SOUTHWESERN OREGON COMMUNITY COLLEGE  
COLLEGE COUNCIL  
May 13, 2015

**Attendance:** Bill Becker, James Fritz, Elise Hamner, Rocky Lavoie, Anne Matthews, Terry Mendez, Deb Nicholls, Tom Nicholls, Janet Pretti (IPV), Patty Scott, Mark Stueve, Ross Tomlin

**Absent:** Meredith Bulinski, Robin Bunnell, Michael Detwiler, Karen Domine, Mike Herbert, Ron Metzger, Mike Turner, ASG Reps

**Evacuation Drill**

There will be a drill tomorrow at 2:10 p.m. Future dates will be disseminated to campus for planning purposes.

**Datatel Going Away**

Rocky reminded everyone that the old system was going away as the server is failing. Retrieval of information is underway. People were encouraged to contact IT if there was historical data they needed extracted.

**Jenzabar Training**

The user group is being revived. Any questions contact Cari Friesen or James Chilson.

**Fall In-service**

Classified requested session(s) during the summer. Topics and dates are unknown at this time.

Copies of the draft fall schedule were distributed at the meeting. Ross shared that due to holidays in the fall, an additional day had been added to fall term 2015. Therefore, regular fall in-service will start Friday, September 18. Discussion occurred on some sessions moving to when “all campus” is in attendance and other sessions that could be valuable.

**360 Evaluations**

Patty briefed those in attendance on the new management 360° evaluations pilot process underway and added an entirely new process for classified and MASSC evaluations was started as well.

**Committees**

- **CORE**
  - Employee Recognition Event, May 21 @ 4 p.m., OCCI
    - Honor retirees, peer awards - fun
  - Employee Graduation Celebration, June 11 @ 2 p.m., TLC
    - Recognize all employees that have attained a degree of any level over the past year
• Budget – Budget Committee approved, goes to Board in June. Tomorrow the state revenue forecast comes out. The PERS ruling decreased how much community colleges will receive.
• ATD – James proposed that ATD will become the Student Success Committee next year and will meet prior to College Council meetings and then report to CC about their work. Maidie will be the new Chair. James staying on to help with continuity. Currently writing the Leader College application – chose persistence yr to yr to showcase. The following year will be persistence in writing.

Other Items
• Distinguished Alumni Dinner – June 11
• Graduation – June 12, 243 students are walking. Limiting it to 4 tickets/graduate. May need to move back to NBHS next year.
• Student awards – June 3
• Health & Science Building
  - Last time the College went out for a bond was in 2000 and it was for the H & S building. The H & S building was put on the state’s capital construction project list since 2007, pulled off in 2011 to focus on Curry, and then back on in 2013. It was noted that all community college’s got funding this Session. It was noted that these funds cannot be used for anything other than capital construction. The College must come up with the matching monies ($8 million). IMPORTANT: If we pull the project off the list, we won’t get capital funding in the future.

  We need to increase capacity and upgrade facilities to the 21st century. The current facilities are very antiquated and while we’ve upgraded as much as possible, they cannot be retooled to do what is needed. They were built in the 1960s. Curry’s science facilities in the new building are better than what we have on the main campus. It’s a facility for nurses, doctors, scientists, engineers, etc.

  Tours of the current facilities and a one page information flyer would be beneficial.

  Site discussion near Umpqua Hall. Working on drawings, etc.